Storage

INFO SHEET
UNLOCK THE POTENTIAL
IN YOUR WORKPLACE

DAY USE LOCKERS

As workplaces evolve to meet ever-changing needs, Spacesaver’s unique blend of quality, flexibility, and
aesthetics brings new options to corporate offices and other workplaces. Our Day Use Lockers optimize
form and function by wrapping our durable steel locker frame with sleek, full overlay doors. Modular
sizes and a variety of finishes and locking options help ensure a perfect fit for any space, and lockers can
be moved or reconfigured to accommodate flexible work schedules and untethered employees.
By providing secure storage for personal items within a customizable exterior, Spacesaver’s Day Use
Lockers help create inspiring spaces that encourage everyone on your team to truly unlock their potential.

Unlock QUALITY

Unlock AESTHETICS

Unlock CONVENIENCE

• Durable, scratch-resistant
steel frame

• C
 ustom sizes and colors to
reflect corporate branding

• Engineered and tested
to ensure reliability

• Full overlay steel, laminate,
and wood** door options

• M
 odular, reconfigurable,
and expandable as your
business grows or changes
• Integrates with office shelving
and other storage solutions

• Made in the USA

• Euro-style concealed
high-quality hinges

• Five-year warranty*

• Sleek, seamless construction

* Five-year warranty on lockers; locks are covered by their respective manufacturers
** Wood doors and / or surrounds are custom orders

S t o r a g e

S o l v e d®

• Easy to use, clean, and maintain
• Variety of lock and
technology options

INFO SHEET D a y U s e L o c k e r s i n t h e W o r k p l a c e

SLEEK PERSONAL STORAGE FOR ANY WORKPLACE
See how these firms reinforced their brands and their commitment to employees’ well-being.
SUSTAINABLE WORKPLACE SOLUTIONS

When planning a major renovation, the
design team for this global brand wanted
its commitment to sustainability to extend
throughout its headquarters, including
furniture and fixtures. The team chose
Spacesaver’s steel Day Use Lockers to
help create a modern work environment
that could change right along with design
trends. The lockers are sturdy enough to
last for decades, and the bold graphics can
be removed and updated over the years
to create a fresh look without purchasing
new lockers. Locker alcoves near entry
points allow for convenient access, and
combination locks prevent issues with lost
keys and dead batteries.

LOCKERS PICTURED HERE:
68” Tall Day Use Lockers
5 Tiers
Steel Doors in Cottonwood
Combination Locks
4” Recessed Base
Custom Graphics

MODULAR LOCKERS FOR A GROWING WORKPLACE

LOCKERS PICTURED HERE:
60” Tall Day Use Lockers
5 Tiers
Steel Doors in Black
Keypad Locks
6” Recessed Base

S t o r a g e

S o l v e d®

Rather than installing banks of lockers in the same
size, this firm requested lockers in a variety of sizes
that could be mixed and matched. That’s because
day use lockers were a relatively new concept
for the firm and the design team wasn’t sure
how employees would prefer to use them. After
providing a mix of locker sizes on each floor, they
found that employees preferred layouts in which all
lockers on a given floor were the same size. They
decided to move columns of lockers in order to
have uniform sizes on each floor, and they placed
larger lockers on floors where fewer employees
worked. Additional columns of lockers can be
added on each floor in the future. The result is an
aesthetically pleasing personal storage system that
provides security and room to grow.

Storage

LOCKERS AS A WORKPLACE DESIGN ELEMENT

When this firm built out new offices in Manhattan,
the design team was committed to creating
an appealing work environment while also
optimizing expensive square footage. The large
windows on the perimeter offered stunning
views of Times Square and the surrounding
area, and the corridors and workspaces toward
the building’s core also needed to be bright
and welcoming. The project required nearly 700
day lockers over three floors, and the lockers
took up so much wall space that they became a
design element throughout the new office. To
brighten interior corridors and create a feeling
of openness, the design team chose steel day
lockers with high-pressure laminate fronts in
a warm white tone.

LOCKERS PICTURED HERE:
72” Tall Day Use Lockers
4 tiers
Steel Doors
Combination / Mechanical Locks
with Master Key
4” Recessed Base

STORING REFRIGERATED MEDICATIONS AT YOUR WORKPLACE

Some employees at this firm needed refrigerated lockers at the office to store insulin and other
medications. Spacesaver’s engineering team designed perforated doors to provide privacy, security,
and ventilation for small refrigeration units supplied by the firm. The perforated lockers fit in seamlessly
with other lockers, and they’re conveniently located near the cafe and kitchen areas.
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READY TO UNLOCK YOUR POTENTIAL?
When you’re ready to explore the possibilities for bringing quality, style, and convenience to your
workplace, get in touch to learn more about your options. We’re truly a partner to our clients,
offering space planning expertise, design insights, and inspirational ideas for enhancing comfort
and productivity.
Contact us to arrange a free, no-obligation space assessment from your nearby Spacesaver
consultant. We’ll help you find innovative, stylish solutions to help unlock the potential of your space.

CONTACT US TO LEARN MORE.

www.spacesaver.com | 800.492.3434

Spacesaver Corporation
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